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Space and its inhabitants within Jag Raina’s drawings 
and paintings often seems to have been re-dispersed 
and reconstituted, its energy transmitted and recast 
into another reality and space altogether. Transmat 
beams, teleportation and matter-transmitter pods en-
ter into this analogy, including those familiarly anxiety-
ridden science-fiction scenarios about what exactly is 
going to happen (and what exactly is going to appear) 
when the transmission process is complete. In Raina’s 
drawings and paintings from photographic sources, 
these new identities, figures, furniture, the fixtures of 
rooms and the air itself seems extra-vulnerable and 
frail, as if its life-span is accelerating before our eyes.
 
In a drawing called ‘Disorder’, Raina depicts a group 
of five women in highly-coifed, primly styled clothing 
as they walk away from a parked car, either unaware of 
the camera or deliberately, although with much discre-
tion, performing in front of it. The light is stark and shat-
tering, and one woman seems to be trying to shield 
herself with the arc of an arm. The process of having 
been photographed has in a sense predestined these 
women into becoming an ideal still life, an exemplary 
case study of class and good taste. But in drawing, 
the fleeting, nervous matter of these image-women 
becomes startlingly visible and even more startlingly 
animate. 

Similarly, in a painting called ‘Jawbreaker’, another 
group of women seem in the midst of breaking out of a 
kind of order and formation in actuality and in the man-
ner and matter of Raina’s depiction. Light is stark yet 
soft, emphasizing the glowing transparency of clothing 
and bodies alike. Near the center left of the compos-
ition stands a figure turned away from our gaze, the 
tilt and slope of her head and neck following the path 
of a wispy and tattooed arm which seems to merge 
completely with the notations of a patterned skirt. Her 
wrist and the fingers of her hand both hover and gently 
reposition the path of a cross-hatched diamond-shape 
within this pattern, its surrounding space of faint hues 
and curved grayish shapes a living ecosystem within 
the half-sighting of this woman’s skirt. In the depiction 
of this figure is a kind of key to the painting: outside of 
the logic of found photographs and their baggage of 
editing, this orbit of shapes seems meant to provoke 
and call forth its own figural and material space, its 
own scheme or story. 

Raina carefully juxtaposes subjects such as a fragment of a fash-
ion designer’s collection via the runway with a family photograph 
of an Indian wedding. Their proximity does more than just signal 
the immediate similarities between the two. A certain photograph-
ic architecture of excess is inherent and exemplified, but Raina’s 
depiction of these events in drawing and painting has made the 
temporality of this excess specific. In a painting called ‘Charcoal 
Puff’, a line of identically stoic models with red-gold shocks of hair 
don’t merely perform, en-masse, the ceremony of fashion regality 
but manifest – in tenuous, slash-like cuts of brushwork - the path 
of looking itself.  Trailing lines of hair become notations of how a 
body follows and mimics the body next to it, each figure able to 

hold forth and attract our attention in the thick noise of the multi-
tude. In a painting called ‘Vertigo Mango’, the intimate space of a 
wedding party gives up any conventional architectural cues and 
conforms itself entirely to the path of two central figures in svelte 
and luminous dress. This space behaves as if in the wake of the 
movements of each figure, adapting to each new reconstitution; a 
fluid softness of floor is stepped through like drifts of snow, and the 
surrounding blues, yellows and pinks of the clothing of glimpsed 
guests collectively fold inward and wrap around the advancing 
bride and groom.

Space is shaped into very different forms in Raina’s work when in-

visible boundaries aren’t breached but instead pushed 
back. In the painting ‘Tequila Sunrise’, a central pro-
cession of runway models seem to propel the advan-
cing horde of surrounding onlookers and cameras, 
leaving them piled and pressed and wriggling like a 
living wall. The models seem unconcerned and serene 
with this task, as if this act of propulsion is a mundane 
fact of daily life, like breathing. Their existence in the 
painting, while still in the midst of a kind of potential-
ity, is visibly affective. This simultaneous presence of 
ethereal, floating figurative points of energy amidst 
a palpably claustrophobic congestion of excess re-
occurs throughout most of Raina’s work.

The Art Historian James Elkins has written that when 
we look, when we see, we are always hunting.  Im-
ages, in their own way, also hunt, and while we look 
to images for what it is that we desire, we are trans-
formed, tempered, and (if you can forgive the clunky 
metaphorical texture of switches, buttons, and space-
ship consoles) recalibrated. An image, according to 
Elkins, is ”something that has the potential to tunnel 
into me, to melt part of what I am and re-form it in an-
other shape.”  Returning to the vivid drama of the tele-
portation analogy, the process of matter transmission 
might be said to be shared between those who hunt for 
images and those images who hunt us; in both stories, 
an original molecular structure is cultivated, studied, 
and stored for transmission. New physical forms on the 
other side are the ultimate goal, but it’s perhaps more 
interesting to think about a wandering, a tangent, or 
a shifting off course, wherein the reintegration point is 
still in the midst of being realized, and we are still being 
transmitted. It is into this flow of images and things and 
other bodies that we might project ourselves in Raina’s 
work, not in order to find easy or instant identification, 
but to allow stories other than our own to take shape.

-KIM NEUDORF
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Notes: 1 Elkins, James, The Object Stares Back: on the nature of seeing (New York: 
Simon & Schuster, 1996), 42.

In the studio: Tequila Sunrise, 2013.
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